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OPIOID AWARENESS

Knowledge Is Power
Everything you need 

to know about opioids
BY BARRY WALDMAN
CTW FEATURES

Drug addiction has been a prob-
lem in the U.S. since the founding 
of the republic, with spikes from 
the marijuana boom of the 60s and 
the crack epidemic of the 80s. 
Today a new epidemic is upon us, 
constructed on the shaky edifice of 
opioid painkillers that drug compa-
nies developed in the 1990s with 
the promise that they were “safe.” 
Physicians prescribed them liberally 
until an epidemic of opioid addic-

tions blossomed into the public 
consciousness two years ago.

Opioids are drugs derived from 
the opium poppy plant, either pro-
duced directly from the plant or 
manufactured in labs. They general-
ly relax the body and interfere with 
pain receptors, often creating a 
“high.” As a result, they are 
extremely addictive, both physiolog-
ically and psychologically. Opioids 
commonly used for pain are 
OxyContin, Vicodin, Percocet and 
Fentanyl. Heroin is also an opioid, 
though never used as medicine.
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The National Institutes of Health 

report that 50 million Americans 
suffer significant, chronic pain, and 
millions more experience temporary 
episodes of pain, such as following 
surgery. Prescribed opioids by 
unsuspecting doctors, millions of 
people have developed a depen-
dence as the body acclimates and 
requires more and more to dull the 
pain. 

Slow to recognize the possibility 
of dependence and addiction, many 
physicians continued to prescribe 
opioids to patients. Opioid addic-
tion killed 72,000 people last year, 
according to the National Institute 
of Drug Abuse, more than died in 
car accidents and gun violence 
combined.

Whereas heroin addiction concen-
trated in inner cities among poor 
people of color, the opioid epidem-
ic, with its roots in the doctor’s 
office, has spread in white, middle 
class, Middle America. 

With renewed attention on opi-
oids, physicians have curtailed 
their opioid prescriptions. They are 
seeking alternatives, prescribing 
lower doses for shorter periods, 
and declining to renew prescrip-
tions beyond a certain period of 
time. This has been a double-edged 
sword, say addiction experts. The 
over-prescription of painkillers has 
begun reducing the number of peo-
ple who start abusing them, but 
people already addicted to opioids 
suddenly without access to their 
drugs of choice often gravitate to 
heroin for their fix. 

“Doctors who realize they should 
never have written prescriptions 
are now cutting people off. We 

need to include how we slowly 
wean people onto lower doses,” 
says Silvana Mazzella, associate 
executive director of Prevention 
Point Philadelphia, a syringe 
exchange and harm reduction cen-
ter. Like many drug addiction facili-
ties, Prevention Point has seen a 
doubling in the number of clients in 
the last three years.

There is a glimmer of hope amid 
the crisis. Heightened attention on 
the issue has brought new funding 
for prevention and treatment, while 
doctors have responded with the 
prescription pad. There is also 
hope for those already caught in 
the clutches of opioids, says Dr. 

Lloyd Sederer, Adjunct Professor at 
the Columbia School of Public 
Health; Chief Medical Officer for 
the New York State Office of 
Mental Health, and author of The 
Addiction Solution: Treating Our 
Dependence on Opioids and Other 
Drugs.

“It’s a treatable condition that 
long-term studies have shown a 
great many people recover from if 
they don’t die along the way,” he 
says.

Therapy for those who abuse 
drugs begins with recognition that 
addiction is not a moral failing but 
a chemical imbalance in the brain. 
Treatment must consist, experts 

say, of medication combined with 
behavioral therapies like 12-step 
programs and cognitive therapy 
that concentrates on identifying 
and avoiding the triggers. 

“Drug addiction is a disease,” Dr. 
Sederer says. “If you don’t treat it 
you will die, just as if you don’t 
treat diabetes you’re going to die.”

According to justplainkillers.com, 
from the South Carolina 
Department of Alcohol and Other 
Drug Abuse Services, the way to 
avoid opioid addiction is primarily 
to avoid using opioids. They recom-
mend taking over-the-counter pain-
killers – like ibuprofen – and using 
exercise and alternative therapies 
like acupuncture and massage 
instead of opioids. And throw away 
unused opioids so others can’t mis-
use them.

“The three-pronged approach to 
tackle the epidemic is prevention, 
treatment and recovery,” says Dr. 
Chanda Brown, executive director 
of The Charleston Center, a sub-
stance abuse treatment center in 
Charleston, SC. 

Only 10% of people who need it, 
get treatment. “There are barriers,” 
said Dr. Brown, “Like transporta-
tion, stigma, lack of resources, 
shame or guilt, lack of child care 
and insurance plans not covering 
it.”

To find treatment, Dr. Sederer 
says the best sources are the old 
fashioned kind, word-of-mouth, 
your primary care doctor and your 
clergy person. “Sometimes they’re 
the ones who know where the 
resources are,” he said.

© CTW FEATURES
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Opioid abuse and drug addiction harms more than just the user 
— it affects their whole family and our entire community. 

We must teach our children by word and deed that drugs are not the answer.

And we must offer help and hope to those who have fallen to the scourge of drug addiction so that  
they may one day recover.

This September during National Recovery Month, let’s redouble our community efforts to fight  
against addiction and substance abuse.

Every single day is a chance for a fresh start.
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Safe Keeping 

A parent’s guide to the opioid crisis
BY DAVID CARAVIELLO
CTW FEATURES

Madelyn Ellen Linsenmeir was 16 
when she first tried oxycodone at a 
party, and her life from that point on 
became a battle with opioid addiction. 
Intervention by her parents, treatment 
efforts, even becoming a mother — 
nothing could stop it, and the disease 
of addiction gradually overwhelmed a 
vibrant, talented person until it took 
her life.

It was every parent’s nightmare, 
detailed in an obituary written by her 
family after Linsenmeir died in 
October. Opioid addiction is a national 
health crisis, forcing many other par-
ents to combat the same, terrible 
problem. Some cut their kids off 

financially, others refuse to pay 
mounting legal costs, others kick 
them out of the house.

But the battle begins much earlier, 
experts say, and starts with honest 
conversations with children. “Children 
of parents who talk to their teens 
about drugs are 50 percent less likely 
to use,” says Dr. Erin McKnight, who 
works with opioid-dependent youth at 
Nationwide Children’s Hospital in 
Columbus, Ohio. “Just having that con-
versation in and of itself is very pow-
erful.”

Jessica Wong, a youth and addiction 
specialist with Hazelden Betty Ford 
Foundation in Plymouth, Minn., has 
seen kids get hooked at 8. “If you 
haven’t had conversations about sub-
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stance abuse by age 15, kids have 
already formed very strong opinions 
what’s safe and what’s not,” she says.

That opioids are prescribed makes 
kids think they’re safer than street 
drugs. Seventy percent of youths who 
abuse prescription medication steal 
them from their own homes, or those 
of friends. Wong knew of two youths 
who would hit open houses, one chat-

ting up the real estate agent while the 
other raided the bathrooms looking 
for pills.

“The first thing you need to do is 
secure them,” McKnight says. “I rec-
ommend that everyone have their 
medicine in a lockbox or a locked 
cabinet that only adults in the house 
can get into. You can even get a tack-
le box and put a padlock on it. It 

doesn’t have to be fancy.”
If opioids are in the home, parents 

should know how many pills are in the 
bottle relative to how many have been 
taken. Those using the medication 
should transition to something like 
ibuprofen as soon as possible. Take 
the remaining pills to a disposal drop 
box, or grind them up with an undesir-
able substance like coffee grounds or 
kitty litter.

“Don’t throw the prescription bottle 
in the trash can,” McKnight says, 
“because teenagers who really want 
this medication with go through the 
trash and pick them out.”

But not even keeping the home opi-
oid-free is foolproof. Signs of opioid 
use include sweating, nausea and 
contracted pupils. Also watch for 
sleeping too much or too little, loss of 
interest in hobbies or friends, secre-
tiveness and missing money.

And when confronting the child, “It’s 
important for the parent to not get 
overly emotional,” McKnight says. 
“Their response needs to be mea-
sured, quiet, and serious. Not shout-

ing and yelling. You need to have 
them realize it’s a serious moment. 
The parents have to stay calm, which 
can be very difficult.”

If substance abuse is suspected, 
experts suggest starting with the fam-
ily physician. Treatment centers 
become an option once drug use 
begins to have consequences such as 
police involvement. Addicts are not 
always willing patients, but Wong 
urges parents to exert all the leverage 
they have. It can be painful and 
uncomfortable, but also save their 
life. 

“You’re dancing around the possibili-
ty of upsetting your son or daughter 
to an extent where you’re going to 
lose contact with them,” Wong says. 
“But that doesn’t mean parents 
should back off. … You have to live in 
that discomfort that comes when 
you’re a parent pushing your child 
toward seeking help, and they’re 
absolutely refusing it, because that’s 
part of this disease.”

© CTW FEATURES
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The Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks recognizes and sup-
ports their Drug Awareness Program as one of the most important commu-
nity outreach programs. They have collaborated with the Drug
Enforcement Agency and Marvel to help get the word out!  Their goal is to
prevent the abuse of prescription and illicit drugs and to educate communi-

ties to the dangers of legal drugs such as tobacco, as well as, alcohol when used in an
abusive manner. 

In Kern County, “overdose rates are 50 percent above the state average and quadru-
ple in Kern River Valley.”  The common names of some opioids on the rise are codeine,
hydrocodone (vicodin, hycodan), morphine (MS contin, kadian), oxycodone (oxycontin,
percoset), hydromorphone (dilaudid), and fentanyl (duragesic).” (discover.cdph.ca.gov)
While the age group suffering the highest rates of overdoses in Kern County is 50-59, it is
a fact that Burroughs High School Class of 2006 has lost eight members under question-
able, drug-related circumstances.  The deadly opioid, fentanyl has become a major chal-
lenge.  According to a Kern Valley Public Radio (KVPR) post, “three-quarters of Kern
County residents with opioid use disorders are unable to access the treatment they need
to recover.”  Ridgecrest has no treatment center, but desperately needs one along with
other treatment resources!

Be sure to check out the following links for more information on the Elks Drug Aware-
ness Program:  https://elks.org/dap or http://www.elkskidzone.org/  
If you are interested in joining us in this fight or want to know more about the Elks, con-
tact the Ridgecrest Elks Lodge at elks@mediacombb.net or (760) 375-8551.

1522 N. Inyo • Ridgecrest, CA 93555

760-446-2204
Suzanne Ford, Owner

Ca. License # 781251

It’s A National
Crisis With

Local Concern
Get Involved

To Protect
A Loved One
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In Opioid Battle, Schools Are on the Front Line
Schools are on the front lines of 

opioid awareness, given that the 
structure of the school day can 
make drug problems stand out 
before they would at home. An 
injured athlete can also inadver-
tently become a drug dealer if he 
sells his prescribed oxycodone pills 
to classmates for $25 apiece.

Which is why the U.S. Department 
of Education urges schools to take 
steps to combat the opioid epidem-
ic, with steps like educating stu-
dents about the dangers of drug 
use, and delivering evidenced-
based prevention programs. But 
those efforts vary from one district 
to another, and hinge on funding.

“There are schools that could do 
better in this area, and a lot of it 
has to do with resources,” says 
Jessica Wong of Hazelden Betty 
Ford Foundation. “Schools are 
struggling for a lot of competing 
resources, and unfortunately a lot 

times the resources that get cut 
are those are drug and alcohol sup-
port services.”

Outside programs help bridge the 
gap. Dr. Erin McKnight of 
Nationwide Children’s Hospital is 
creating an “opioid safety toolkit” 
for school systems in Ohio. The 
DEA partnered with Discovery on a 
national awareness campaign 
called Operation Prevention. RAND 
Corp. developed a middle school 
curriculum on drug prevention.

The onus, though, still falls on the 
schools. Even coaches and athletic 
trainers, working with injured ath-
letes who may be prescribed opi-
oids, need to be educated. “It’s 
important for schools to definitely 
start being partners in this preven-
tion effort,” McKnight says, “and 
taking action when they do see an 
issue.”

© CTW FEATURES
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Love Through 
Addiction

6 steps to help your loved one get treatment 
BY LISA IANNUCCI
CTW FEATURES

A few weeks ago, actress Amanda Bynes 
announced that she was four years sober, com-
bated the drug addictions that derailed her 
career and is ready for a Hollywood comeback. 
She admitted, in an interview with Paper maga-
zine, that she was high on Adderall on the set of 
her last movie, Hall Pass in 2010. She quit that 
movie and proceeded to make very provocative 
and questionable Twitter posts before publicly 
announcing that she was retiring from acting. 

She continued her downward spiral of drug use 
before deciding that she wanted to get well, but 
openly credits her parents for “helping me get 
back on track.” 

If you have a loved one who is struggling with 

addiction, you may want to help them get back 
on track too, but how do you do it? 

1. Urge them to talk to their doctor
“If you are concerned about a family member 

or loved one who uses opioids, urge them to 

talk to whoever prescribed their medications,” 
says Tammy Slater, assistant professor at the 
Johns Hopkins School of Nursing in Baltimore, 
Maryland. 

Their doctor might be able to provide medica-
tions to help treat their addiction. “Opioid use 
disorder is a chronic disease, much like diabe-
tes or heart disease. There is an evidence-
based approach for treating opioid addiction 
using medications that have been approved by 
the Food and Drug Administration along with 
counseling and other supportive service,” says 
Slater. “Prescribers such as nurse practitioners, 
physicians and physician assistants who are 
specially trained to provide treatment for opioid 
addiction can prescribe medications, such as 
buprenorphine and naltrexone.”

“If you are concerned about a family 
member or loved one who uses opi-
oids, urge them to talk to whoever 

prescribed their medications.”
Tammy Slater

Assistant professor, Johns Hopkins 
School of Nursing
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2. Be honest
In some cases, a good long talk 

might pull at their heartstrings and 
encourage them to seek treatment. 
“People make the decision to enter 
treatment based on their assess-
ment of how their addiction is 
affecting their life, including their 
family and the people around them 
that they care about,” says Dr. 
Stefan Kertesz, University of 
Alabama at Birmingham professor 
and addiction specialist. “Reiterate 
how important it is to them, and 
how harmful it is to their relation-
ships with their loved ones, that 
they seek out help for their addic-
tion.”

Forget about getting tough: For 
years, Kertesz says that we were 
schooled that addicts needed 
tough love and rejection in order to 
show them they have a problem 
and get them help. That’s not the 
case today. “There is no evidence 
that a highly confrontational inter-
vention with a threat is particularly 
helpful and, for some people, it spi-
rals them along,” he says. 

3. Stay present, with limits
Instead of using tough love, 

Kertesz suggests that staying pres-
ent in the addict’s life is very 
important, but setting limits with 
them is a must. “Tell them you’ll 
bail them out of jail, but won’t give 
them money, or that you can talk to 
them anytime they want, but can’t 
do something else,” he says. 
“Drawing boundaries while you 

remain connected is a way to walk 
the line and provide love, but make 
it clear that there is a problem and 
that they need to get help.” 

4. Provide resources
Finally, your loved one might not 

know where to turn for rehabilita-
tion, so provide them with a list of 
resources, including local thera-
pists. Your list can include the 

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse 
and Alcoholism (www.niaaa.nih.gov; 
301-443-3860); and The Center for 
Substance Abuse Treatment, a part 
of the Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration (24-
hour National Treatment Referral 
Hotline (1-800-662-HELP and www.
samhsa.gov/about-us/who-we-are/
offices-centers/csa). 

5. Find a treatment center 
“If you have money and can get 

your loved one into treatment and 
they are open to it, it’s a possibility 
but just know that it’s not a guaran-
teed fix,” says Kerstesz, who rec-
ommends the research of addictive 
behavior by author William Miller. 

In his book, “Motivational 
Interviewing: Preparing People to 
Change Addictive Behavior”(The 
Guilford Press, 2012), Miller writes, 
“Making a change, however, does 
not guarantee that the change will 
be maintained. Obviously, human 
experience is filled with good inten-
tions and initial changes, followed 
by minor (“slips”) or major (“relaps-
es”) steps backward. Maintaining a 
change may require a different set 

of skills and strategies than were 
needed to accomplish the change 
in the first place.”

6. Understand you can’t fix it
It’s hard to watch a loved one suf-

fer from addiction and as much as 
you may want to help, it’s not up to 
you and it might not work. They 
may refuse to go to treatment and 
refuse your support.

“We don’t have the power to make 
the recovery happen,” says 
Kertesz. “Family has more power 
than doctors, but unless you have 
the power of the law on your side, 
you are waiting for the individual to 
recalibrate, but that doesn’t always 
work. In some cases, if they are 
suffering severe memory loss 
because of years of drinking, they 
can’t even remember their own 
intentions.” 

Kertesz says to remain loving, 
direct and clear with your loved one 
and hopefully, like Amanda Bynes, 
they will get help and ultimately 
succeed in their recovery. 

© CTW FEATURES
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Change of 
Prescription

How the medical 
community can help 
curb opioid addiction

BY LISA IANNUCCI
CTW FEATURES

Statistics on opioid misuse are startling. 
According to the National Institute on 
Drug Abuse, roughly 21 to 29 percent of 

patients who are prescribed opioids for chron-
ic pain ultimately misuse them. Between 8 
and 12 percent of opioid users will develop an 
opioid use disorder and, perhaps the most 
saddening statistic, more than 115 people in 
the United States will die every day from an 
opioid overdose. 

What’s being done to help combat the trou-

blesome problem? Of course, friends and fam-
ily try to get their loved ones the help that 
they need, but the responsibility for curbing 
the opioid addiction crisis shouldn’t stop 
there. Several recent studies show that there 
are steps that both physicians and insurance 
companies can take to help win the war on 
opioid addiction. 

Cutting Opioids Down to Size
What are the odds that when you are served a 

big delicious meal you feel obligated to clean 
your plate? Ever been given an oversized hot 
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fudge sundae and you worked that 
spoon to try and get every tasty bite, 
even though you’re full?  

Studies show that Americans might 
be treating their supersized pain 
medication the way they treat their 
supersized meals. One study out of 
the University of Michigan showed 
that many surgeons write prescrip-
tions for opioid pain medications 
that are four times larger than what 
their patients will actually use, but 
the patients feel obligated to use 
them anyway. 

The study used in-depth data from 
2,392 patients who had one of 12 
different common operations at 33 
Michigan hospitals. On average, 
patients took only 27 percent of all 
opioids prescribed to them, but for 
every 10 additional pills that they 
were prescribed, patients took five of 
them.

“It says ‘take as needed’ on the 
bottle, but what we know is that how 
much the patients consume may not 
be related to their pain,” says Dr. 
Joceline Vu, senior author of the 
paper and a surgical resident and 
research fellow at Michigan 
Medicine. “The patients will continue 
to use them months later for other 
pain or just because they like how it 
made them feel.” 

Dr. Ryan Howard, the surgical resi-
dent and the paper’s first author, 
adds, “In what we tell patients about 

what kind of pain to expect after sur-
gery, and how many pills we give, we 
set their expectations — and what 
the patient expects plays a huge role 
in their post-operative pain experi-
ence. So if they get 60 pain pills, 
they think they have to take many of 
them.”

To solve the problem, the authors 
are working on solutions to have phy-
sicians prescribe less medication 
after surgery.

Try Something Else
How about getting rid of opioid 

painkillers altogether? In a Mayo 
Clinic National Health Checkup, 94 
percent of those surveyed said they 
would pick an alternative to opioid 
pain relievers for after their surgery, 
but only one-quarter of respondents 
actually told that to their health care 
provider. 

Many cited the fear of becoming 
addicted (34 percent) as the top rea-
son for seeking an alternative treat-
ment option. Instead of using opi-
oids, patients were open to using 
physical therapy (80 percent), over-
the-counter pain relievers (75 per-
cent); alternative medicine, such as 
acupuncture (53 percent); and medi-
cal marijuana (49 percent) to help 
keep their pain at bay.

Better Disposal Programs
Jane had surgery and used only a 

few of her pain pills. She didn’t 
know what to do with the rest of 
them and just left them in her medi-
cine cabinet. She has curious teen-
agers who are at risk for getting into 
those extra pills. Better disposal 
instructions may actually help to 
deter opioid addiction. 

“One of the most important steps 
people can take to prevent prescrip-
tion drug abuse is to properly get rid 
of any unused medications in their 
medicine cabinet,” says Dr. Halena 
Gazelka, chair of Mayo Clinic’s 
Opioid Stewardship Program. 

“Proper disposal helps prevent 
medication from getting into the 
wrong hands – someone who is 
already addicted, or perhaps a teen-
ager or a curious child.”

No Coverage, 
No Prescription

If a particular medication isn’t cov-
ered by insurance, will it curb opioid 
abuse? Not necessarily, but Blue 
Cross of Alabama is willing to try to 
do their part. After there were an 
overwhelming 742 overdose deaths 
in 2016 related to OxyContin, the 
insurance company announced it 
would drop the standard formulation 
of OxyContin coverage starting in 
2019. 

“About seven years ago, long-acting 
OxyContin was reformulated to be 
harder to misuse or inject,” says 
University of Alabama at Birmingham 
professor and addiction specialist Dr. 

Stefan Kertesz. “Dropping the refor-
mulated version will not help this cri-
sis. What’s driving our crisis at this 
point in time is that there is a reser-
voir of people who have an opioid 
addiction and who are using heroin 
or short-acting OxyContin pills that 
can be still gotten through distribu-
tion.”

Kertesz says that what Blue Cross 
has done is more of a symbolic ges-
ture. “What insurance companies 
need to do is remove barriers that 
the physicians must overcome in 
order to treat their patients,” he 
says. 

“They need easier ways to pre-
scribe Buprenorphine, otherwise 
known as Suboxone, which can treat 
pain as well as addiction. However, 
doctors need waivers to do this and 
they don’t want to go through an 
eight-hour course.”

He also says that doctors aren’t 
comfortable with the legal risks of 
using their waivers. “Doctors need 
more incentives to help those who 
are addicted.” 

There doesn’t seem to be one solu-
tion to the opioid addiction crisis. 
Instead, these studies show that if 
prescriptions are reduced, other pain 
management options are offered and 
extra pills are disposed of properly, 
there might be a chance to reduce 
the risk of addiction. 

© CTW FEATURES
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All Emergency Services ......................9-1-1
Bella Sera .............................................(760) 446-3591
Cancer Center ......................................(760) 499-3360
Cardiac Testing & Rehab ....................(760) 499-3772
Cardiovascular Services .....................(760) 499-3277

CHF Support ....................................(760) 499-3835
Center Pharmacy .................................(760) 446-4141
Community Wellness Program ..........(760) 499-3825

Alzheimer’s Caregiver Support Group
Diabetes Support Group
Journey to Happiness Caregiver Support Group
Journey to Happiness Seniors Group
Rock Steady Boxing
Seniors Gentle Chair Yoga
Silver Sneakers

Dental Services ....................................(760) 499-3296
Dermatology .........................................(760) 499-7260
Education and Classes .......................(760) 499-3831

Breastfeeding
Child Birth
CPR

Emergency Care Services ..................(760) 446-3551
Family Practice ....................................(760) 446-6404
Food & Nutrition Services .........(760) 499-3781/3783
Foundation ...........................................(760) 499-3955

 .............................(760) 371-1134
Gastroenterology .................................(760) 499-7260
Home Health .........................................(760) 499-3617
Hospice .................................................(760) 499-3617
     Grief Support
InstaVisit Virtual Care .........................(833) 467-8284

Intensive Care Unit ...................................... (760) 499-3501
Internal Medicine ............. (760) 446-2984 / (760) 499-3855
Laboratory ..................................(760) 499-3576/3590/3422
Maternal Child Services .............................. (760) 499-3131
Mental Health Care ...................................... (760) 499-3863
Mobile Health Unit ....................................... (760) 499-3853
Mountain View ............................................. (760) 499-3332
Neurosurgery ............................................... (760) 499-3296
Occupational Medicine Clinic ..................... (760) 499-3580
Orthopedics & Sports Medicine ................. (760) 446-8692
Outpatient Rehabilitation Services ............ (760) 499-3631
Pain Management ........................................ (760) 499-3855
Pediatrics ..................................................... (760) 499-3846
Perinatal Education & Lactation Support .. (760) 499-3032
Personal Care Services ............................... (760) 499-3617
Podiatry ........................................................ (760) 499-3277
Radiology Diagnostic .................................. (760) 499-3702
Radiology Women’s Imaging ...................... (760) 499-3820
Respiratory Therapy .................................... (760) 499-3766

Better Breathers ....................................... (760) 499-3584
Freedom From Smoking........................... (760) 499-3584

Senior Services ............................................ (760) 371-1445
Sleep Lab ...................................................... (760) 499-3766
Surgery & Outpatient Services ................... (760) 499-3431
Transitional Care & Rehab Unit .................. (760) 499-3380
Urgent Care .................................................. (760) 499-3800
Women’s Health Services ...................(760) 499-3827/3640

North Campus .......................................... (760) 499-3827
Ridgecrest Obstetrics Clinic  .................... (760) 499-3640

SERVICES

Rural Health Clinic (760) 499-3855  •  Southern Sierra Medical Clinic (760) 446-6404  •  Trona Clinic (760) 372-4728
CLINICS

R i d g e c r e s t  R e g i o n a l  H o s p i t a l
CLINICS AND SERVICES

(760) 446.3551  |  1081 N. China Lake Blvd.
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